Homopolyvalent antibody-antigen interaction kinetic studies with use of a dual-polarization interferometric biosensor.
We used dual-polarization interferometry (DPI) to study the interaction kinetics between a 'homopolyvalent' antigen (Ag) and a monoclonal antibody (Ab). A model system, which uses a monoclonal Ab against a homopentameric Ag, C-reactive protein (CRP), is presented with principle and experiments for the study of the interactions between an Ab and an Ag that has multiple identical epitopes. This allows evaluation of the dissociation constant (K(D)) and of the binding stoichiometry by DPI based on measurements of phase changes of Ab-Ag complexes in the transverse magnetic (TM) and transverse electric (TE) polarization modes. The average experimental value of K(D) found by the DPI technique for anti-CRP Ab was shown to be in close agreement with the value obtained by an indirect competition-enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). Moreover, the total number of Ab combining sites on the DPI sensor chip was calculated, and the binding stoichiometry of the surface Ag-Ab complex was obtained. This study illustrates the advantages of the DPI method in biosensing in its capacity for simultaneous evaluation of the thickness and refractive index (density, mass) of adsorbed layers. This allowed a comprehensive analysis of affinity reactions between an Ab having two binding sites and a multi-sited Ag.